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Introduction

In South Korea, gastric cancer is the most frequently diag-

nosed cancer in men and the fourth most common cancer in 

women.1,2 Approximately 30,000 new gastric cancer cases were 

reported in 2013, which accounted for approximately 13.4% of 

all cancer cases diagnosed. The Korean Central Cancer Registry 

reports nationwide cancer statistics annually, including the inci-

dence, survival rates, and prevalence; however, the reports do not 

include the detailed clinicopathological characteristics of gastric 

cancer or treatment-related information. 

In 1999, the Korean Gastric Cancer Association (KGCA) 

started a nationwide survey that targeted patients who received 

surgical treatment for gastric cancer. The first report included 5,380 

patients surgically treated at 28 hospitals in 1995 as well as 6,772 
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patients treated at 29 hospitals in 1999.3 The clinicopathologi-

cal factors were compared between these two periods (1995 vs. 

1999) and were analyzed by regional groups according to hospital 

locations. In the second survey, a total of 11,293 patients who 

had been surgically treated at 57 hospitals in 2004 were included. 

The clinicopathological factors and surgical methods were evalu-

ated, and these factors were compared among the 1995, 1999, and 

2004 surveys.4 The third survey included 14,658 patients surgically 

treated at 59 hospitals in 2009, and the surgical approaches were 

newly evaluated according to the expansion of minimally invasive 

surgery. 

Here, we present the results of the 2014 nationwide survey. 

The clinicopathological and surgery-related factors were com-

pared with those of the previous surveys. 

Materials and Methods

1. Data collection

This nationwide survey was conducted among the members 

of the KGCA from March 2015 to January 2016 and targeted pa-

tients who had been treated surgically for gastric cancer in 2014. 

A standardized electronic case report form (Microsoft Excel®; 

Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) was sent to every member of the 

KGCA via e-mail, and one member from each institution was 

asked to complete the case report form. After the first invitation 

to participate, several reminders were sent to all KGCA members, 

and direct contact via a phone call was performed for some non-

respondents. 

This study followed the ethical principles for medical research 

in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

2. Survey data

The survey data consisted of 29 questions regarding patient 

demographic factors (age, sex, height, weight, and American So-

ciety of Anesthesiologists score) as well as tumor factors (number 

of lesions, tumor size, tumor location, macroscopic type, histo-

logic type, Lauren’s classification, lymphatic invasion, depth of 

tumor invasion, lymph node metastasis, presence of distant me-

tastasis, and numbers of metastatic and harvested lymph nodes) 

and surgery-related factors (surgical approach, resection extent, 

combined resection, reconstruction method, stapler used, curabil-

ity, blood loss, and operation time) (Appendix 1).

Tumor location and macroscopic findings were classified ac-

cording to Japanese guidelines.5 Tumor locations were described 

as lower, middle, upper third, or whole stomach, and the most 

involved portion was reported as the tumor location when a large 

tumor occupied two stomach locations. Macroscopic gross types 

were described as types I, IIa, IIb, IIc, or III for early gastric 

cancers and as B1, B2, B3, or B4 for advanced gastric cancers. 

Histological types were classified according to the 2010 World 

Health Organization (WHO) classification.6 When a tumor con-

sisted of components of two histological types, the quantitative 

predominance was recorded as the macroscopic type. The depth 

of invasion, lymph node metastasis, and distant metastases were 

categorized according to the 7th American Joint Committee on 

Cancer tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) classification system.7 

Surgical approaches were subdivided as open, laparoscopy, 

robot, and others. Laparoscopy included laparoscopy-assisted, 

totally laparoscopic, reduced-port, and single-port surgery. 

Anastomosis methods were separately evaluated according to the 

surgery type.

For clinicopathological factors, the results of the 1995, 1999, 

2004, and 2009 nationwide surveys were used to evaluate chang-

es.3,4,8 Surgery-related factors have been collected since 2004, and 

the results of the 2004 and 2009 surveys were used for compari-

sons of these factors. 

3. Statistical analysis

The KGCA information committee analyzed the completed 

data forms retrieved from each institution. Incorrectly entered 

data were converted to correctly coded data. Missing values were 

either treated as ‘unknowns’ in the analysis of categorical data or 
were excluded from the analysis of continuous data. 

Continuous values were presented as means±standard devia-

tions, while categorical variables were shown as proportions. Sta-

tistical differences were tested using t-test and chi-square tests 

for continuous and categorical variables, respectively. 

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS ver. 12.0 for 

Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and P<0.05 were con-

sidered statistically significant.

Results

1. Participating institutions and patients

A total of 69 institutions participated in the survey, and data 

on 15,613 patients who underwent a surgery for gastric cancer in 

2014 were collected. Of the 69 institutions, 26 performed fewer 

than 100 surgeries, 20 performed 100~199 surgeries, and 16 per-
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Table 1. Age and sex distribution according to study period

Variable Subgroup
Year

1995 1999 2004 2009 2014 

Age (yr) 59.2±11.9 60.9±12.1
Age distribution (yr) ≤30 103 (1.9) 115 (1.8) 142 (1.3) 134 (0.9) 88 (0.6)

31~40 612 (11.4) 622 (9.9) 855 (7.6) 972 (6.6) 810 (5.2)
41~50 910 (17.0) 1,033 (16.4) 2,106 (18.7) 2,492 (17.0) 2,313 (14.8)
51~60 1,727 (32.2) 1,848 (29.3) 2,732 (24.2) 3,762 (25.7) 4,257 (27.3)
61~70 1,516 (28.3) 1,971 (31.2) 3,866 (34.2) 4,527 (30.9) 4,195 (26.9)
≥71 488 (9.1) 725 (11.5) 1,589 (14.1) 2,768 (18.9) 3,949 (25.3)

Sex Male 3,569 (66.5) 3,949 (62.5) 7,586 (67.2) 9,816 (67.0) 10,298 (66.0)
Female 1,799 (33.5) 2,368 (37.5) 3,705 (32.8) 4,839 (33.0) 5,315 (34.0)
Ratio 1.98:1 1.67:1 2.05:1 2.03:1 1.94:1

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation or number (%). The sum of the percentages does not equal 100% because of rounding.

Table 2. Histopathological characteristics of gastric cancer according to study period

Factor Subgroup
Year

1995 1999 2004 2009 2014

Location* Lower 2,374 (49.3) 2,919 (49.6) 5,347 (49.6) 7,919 (56.0) 7,959 (53.8)
Middle 1,798 (37.4) 2,050 (34.8) 3,635 (33.7) 4,045 (28.6) 4,233 (28.6)
Upper 539 (11.2) 738 (12.5) 1,493 (13.9) 1,895 (13.4) 2,365 (16.0)
Entire 100 (2.1) 178 (3.0) 299 (2.8) 292 (2.1) 244 (1.6)

Tumor size (cm) <2.0 812 (19.5) 1,164 (22.2) 2,675 (24.8) 3,063 (22.0) 3,300 (22.3)
2.0~3.9 1,342 (32.3) 1,650 (31.4) 3,528 (32.7) 5,212 (37.5) 5,751 (38.8)
4.0~5.9 972 (23.4) 1,183 (22.6) 2,235 (20.7) 2,821 (20.3) 2,990 (20.2)
6.0~7.9 548 (13.2) 598 (11.4) 1,215 (11.3) 1,437 (10.3) 1,359 (9.2)
8.0~9.9 270 (6.5) 364 (6.9) 626 (5.8) 673 (4.8) 670 (4.5)
≥10.0 215 (5.2) 286 (5.5) 508 (4.7) 690 (5.0) 754 (5.1)

Macroscopic gross type* I 106 (8.6) 124 (8.0) 253 (5.9) 400 (5.1) 401 (4.6)
IIa 138 (11.2) 138 (8.9) 435 (10.2) 937 (12.0) 1,222 (13.9)
IIb 241 (19.6) 293 (18.8) 902 (21.1) 1,578 (20.3) 1,938 (22.1)
IIc 695 (56.6) 901 (57.9) 2,346 (54.9) 4,408 (56.6) 4,757 (54.1)
III 49 (4.0) 99 (6.4) 339 (7.9) 462 (5.9) 470 (5.3)
B1 159 (4.9) 137 (4.0) 198 (3.6) 270 (4.8) 274 (5.0)
B2 763 (23.6) 825 (23.8) 1,165 (21.3) 1,235 (21.9) 1,242 (22.5)
B3 1,867 (57.7) 1,980 (57.1) 3,377 (61.8) 3,464 (61.3) 3,338 (60.4)
B4 445 (13.8) 523 (15.1) 720 (13.2) 679 (12.0) 674 (12.2)

Histology Papillary 61 (0.6) 168 (1.2) 86 (0.6)
Tubular WD 1,517 (14.7) 1,761 (12.5) 1,733 (11.5)
Tubular MD 3,091 (29.9) 4,283 (30.3) 4,538 (30.2)
Tubular PD 3,721 (35.9) 4,820 (34.1) 4,288 (28.5)
Poorly cohesive carcinoma† 1,597 (15.4) 2,686 (19.0) 2,715 (18.1)
Mucinous 249 (2.4) 324 (2.3) 380 (2.5)
Mixed carcinoma‡ 714 (4.8)
Others 118 (1.1) 100 (0.7) 573 (3.8)

Values are presented as number (%). The sum of the percentages does not equal 100% because of rounding. WD = well differentiated; MD = 
moderately differentiated; PD = poorly differentiated. *Classification according to the Japanese guidelines.5 †Includes signet-ring cell carcinoma. 
‡Display a mixture of discrete morphologically identifiable glandular (tubular/papillary) and signet-ring/poorly-cohesive cellular histological 
components. 
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formed 200~499 surgeries. Seven institutions performed more 

than 500 surgeries and 46% (7,184/15,613) of all surgeries were 

performed at these seven institutions. 

2. Patient age and sex distribution

The mean patient age was 60.9±12.1 years, and the distribu-

tion according to age groups is shown in Table 1. Compared with 

previous surveys, the proportion of young patients (less than 40 

years of age) decreased from 13.3% in 1995 to 5.8% in 2014, and 

the number of elderly patients (more than 70 years of age) in-

creased continuously, from 9.1% in 1995 to 25.3% in 2014. 

The male to female ratio was approximately 2:1, with no 

notable change over the 20 years during which the surveys have 

been conducted. 

3. Histopathological characteristics

Table 2 shows the histopathological characteristics of the gas-

tric cancers. The most common site was the lower one-third of 

the stomach, which accounted for 53.8% of all such cases. The 

proportion of cases with cancer in the upper one-third of the 

stomach steadily increased from 11.2% in 1995 to 16.0% in 2014. 

The most common tumor size was 2.0~3.9 cm (38.8%), followed 

by less than 2.0 cm (22.3%) and 4.0~5.9 cm (20.2%). The distri-

bution of tumor size did not significantly change over time. For 

the macroscopic gross type, the proportion of type I decreased 

slightly, while that of type IIa and IIb has increased since 1999. 

Type IIc was the most prevalent gross type among early gastric 

cancer types (54.1%), and Borrmann type 3 was the most preva-

lent of advanced gastric cancer types (60.4%). Histology has been 

evaluated since 2004, and the 2000 WHO classification was used 

in the 2004 and 2009 surveys9; however, the WHO classifica-

tion was revised in 2010, and a new category, mixed carcinoma, 

was included in the histological classification in the 2014 survey.6 

Moderately differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma was the most 

common histological type, followed by poorly differentiated, sig-

net ring cell, and well-differentiated types. 

4. Tumor stage

TNM classification was revised the 2010, 7th edition; however, 

raw data from the 1995, 1999, and 2004 surveys were inaccessible. 

Therefore, the overall tumor stages are shown for only the 2009 

and 2014 survey data (Table 3). The proportion of T1 cancers 

has consistently increased (30.4% in 1995, 35.4% in 1999, 47.4% 

in 2004, and 57.7% in 2009) to 61.0% in 2014. The proportion of 

node-negative cancers also has constantly increased (50.4% in 

1995, 55.3% in 1999, 57.9% in 2004, and 65.6% in 2009), reach-

ing 68.1% in 2014. The number of stage IA tumors has increased 

over time, while the number of other tumor stages has remained 

the same or decreased.

5. Surgery-related factors

Surgery-related factors were evaluated from 2004 and are 

summarized in Table 4 and 5. The proportion of open surgery 

decreased from 80.8% in 2004 to 49.7% in 2014; however, the use 

of laparoscopic approaches increased from 6.6% to 48.0%. A total 

of 7,493 laparoscopic surgeries were performed in 2014, includ-

ing 2,805 laparoscopy-assisted (18.0%), 4,388 totally laparoscopic 

(28.1%), 198 reduced-port (1.3%), and 102 single-port (0.7%) 

surgeries. Robotic surgery was performed in 325 patients (2.1%).

Table 3. TNM stages according to AJCC classification, seventh edition

Factor Subgroup
Year

2009 2014

Depth of 
invasion

T1a (mucosa) 4,507 (32.0) 5,145 (34.6)

T1b (submucosa) 3,618 (25.7) 3,935 (26.4)

T2 (proper muscle) 1,726 (12.3) 1,668 (11.2)

T3 (subserosa) 2,038 (14.5) 1,822 (12.2)

T4a (serosa) 1,799 (12.8) 1,890 (12.7)

T4b (adjacent organ) 388 (2.8) 421 (2.8)

Lymph node 
metastasis

N0 9,176 (65.5) 10,201 (68.1)

N1 (1~2) 1,516 (10.8) 1,629 (10.9)

N2 (3~6) 1,361 (9.7) 1,276 (8.5)

N3a (7~15) 1,165 (8.3) 1,072 (7.2)

N3b (≥16) 792 (5.7) 793 (5.3)

Distant 
metastasis

M0 13,511 (94.5) 14,404 (95.5)

M1 788 (5.5) 684 (4.5)

Stage IA 7,127 (50.5) 8,051 (53.4)

IB 1,461 (10.3) 1,582 (10.5)

IIA 1,129 (8.0) 1,160 (7.7)

IIB 1,020 (7.2) 996 (6.6)

IIIA 806 (5.7) 772 (5.1)

IIIB 867 (6.1) 862 (5.7)

IIIC 919 (6.5) 981 (6.5)

IV 788 (5.6) 684 (4.5)

Values are presented as number (%). The sum of the percentages 
does not equal 100% because of rounding. AJCC = American Joint 
Commit tee on Cancer. 
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Few changes in the surgery type and curability were observed 

during the study period. Subtotal and total gastrectomies were 

performed in 10,808 patients (69.2%) and 3,659 patients (23.4%), 

respectively. The number of pylorus-preserving gastrectomies 

increased from 29 cases (0.3%) in 2004 to 233 cases (1.5%) in 

2014, and wedge resection (58 cases, 0.4%) was mainly performed 

based on a clinical trial. The proportion of R0 resections was 

lower in 2014 (89.9%). However, there are a number of missing 

values referring to curability in 2014 (712 cases); if the missing 

values were excluded, the proportion of R0 resections was 94.2% 

(14,043/14,901). Combined resection for gastric cancer invasion 

or metastasis was performed in 528 patients (3.4%) in 2014. 

Table 5 shows the reconstruction methods according to sur-

gery type. The most common reconstruction method after distal 

gastrectomy was Billroth I (50.2%), followed by Billroth II (35.8%), 

Roux-en-Y gastrojejunostomy (8.6%), and uncut Roux-en-Y 

gastrojejunostomy (3.7%). After near-total gastrectomy, the pro-

portion of Roux-en-Y gastrojejunostomies performed was 65.3%, 

which increased compared with previous study periods. After to-

tal gastrectomy, Roux-en-Y esophagojejunostomy was typically 

performed (93.4%). Anastomosis after proximal gastrectomy was 

initially evaluated during this time, and the double-tract method 

(48.8%) was used more commonly than esophagogastrostomy 

(29.8%).

Table 4. Operative methods and curability

Factor Subgroup
Year

2004 2009 2014

Approach Open 9,129 (80.8) 10,672 (72.8) 7,760 (49.7)

Laparoscopy 740 (6.6) 3,783 (25.8) 7,493 (48.0)

Robot NE NE 325 (2.1)

Others NE 176 (1.2) 1 (<0.1)

Unknown 1,424 (12.6) 27 (0.2) 34 (0.2)

Surgery type DG 7,959 (70.5)  10,375(70.8) 10,808 (69.2)

TG 2,645 (23.4) 3,348 (22.8) 3,659 (23.4)

NTG NE 105 (0.7) 119 (0.8)

PG 119 (1.1) 141 (1.0) 168 (1.1)

PPG 29 (0.3) 86 (0.6) 233 (1.5)

Segmental resection NE NE 10 (0.1)

Wedge resection 38 (0.3) 51 (0.3) 58 (0.4)

Bypass 170 (1.5) 196 (1.3) 163 (1.0)

Exploration only 243 (2.2) 251 (1.7) 300 (1.9)

Others or unknown 90 (0.8) 105 (0.7) 95 (0.6)

Combined resection* No 14,176 (90.8) 

Gastric cancer invasion or metastasis 528 (3.4)

Other primary cancer 247 (1.6)

Others or unknown 662 (4.2)

Curability R0 10,068 (89.2) 13,537 (92.4) 14,043 (89.9)

R1 174 (1.5) 291 (2.0) 223 (1.4)

R2 364 (3.2) 257 (1.8) 349 (2.2)

No resection 384 (3.4) 513 (3.5) 286 (1.8)

Unknown 303 (2.7) 60 (0.4) 712 (4.6)

Values are presented as number (%). The sum of the percentages does not equal 100% because of rounding. NE = not evaluated (the item was not 
included as a choice); DG = distal gastrectomy; TG = total gastrectomy; NTG = near total gastrectomy; PG = proximal gastrectomy; PPG = pylorus 
preserving gastrectomy. *Combined resection was initially evaluated in the 2014 survey. 
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Table 5. Methods of anastomosis according to resection types

Resection type Anastomosis
Year

2004 2009 2014

Distal gastrectomy Billroth I 4,340 (55.2) 6,581 (63.4) 5,426 (50.2)
Billroth II 3,285 (41.8) 3,437 (33.1) 3,869 (35.8)

Roux-en-Y 175 (2.2) 332 (3.2) 933 (8.6)
Loop 11 (0.1) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Jejunal interposition 33 (0.4) 23 (0.2) 0 (0)
Uncut Roux-en-Y NE NE 404 (3.7)
Others 14 (0.2) 2 (<0.1) 95 (0.9)
Unknown - - 81 (0.7)

Near total gastrectomy Billroth II 46 (67.6) 59 (56.2) 23 (18.5)
Roux-en-Y 22 (32.4) 39 (37.1) 81 (65.3)
Jejunal interposition 0 (0) 5 (4.8) 0 (0)
Uncut Roux-en-Y NE NE 3 (2.4)
Others 0 (0) 2 (1.9) 17 (13.7)

Total gastrectomy Roux-en-Y 2,407 (91.1) 3,308 (98.8) 3,418 (93.4)
Loop 155 (5.9) 18 (0.5) 13 (0.4)
Jejunal interposition 49 (1.9) 10 (0.3) 8 (0.2)
Others 30 (1.1) 12 (0.4) 178 (4.9)
Unknown - - 42 (1.1)

Proximal gastrectomy Esophagogastrostomy NE NE 50 (29.8)
Double tract NE NE 82 (48.8)
Others NE NE 34 (20.2)
Unknown - - 2 (1.2)

Values are presented as number (%). The sum of the percentages does not equal 100% because of rounding. NE = not evaluated (the item was not 
included as a choice). 

Table 6. Reconstruction methods, type of stapler, blood loss, and operative time according to surgical approaches in 2014

Surgery type Factors Subgroup Open Laparoscopy-
assisted

Totally 
laparoscopic

Reduced/ 
single port Robot

Distal gastrectomy Reconstruction method Billroth I 2,680 (58.1) 1,464 (66.9) 1,233 (35.1) 53 (21.5) 117 (47.8)
Billroth II 1,537 (33.3) 616 (28.2) 1,416 (40.3) 150 (60.7) 116 (47.3)
Roux-en-Y 365 (7.9) 93 (4.3) 492 (14.0) 36 (14.6) 11 (4.5)
Uncut Roux-en-Y 23 (0.5) 3 (0.1) 363 (10.3) 8 (3.2) 0 (0)
Others 10 (0.2) 12 (0.5) 9 (0.3) 0 (0) 1 (0.4)

Stapler Linear 948 (20.4) 324 (14.8) 3,234 (90.8) 231 (93.5) 213 (86.9)
Circular 2,873 (61.9) 1,538 (70.0) 33 (0.9) 11 (4.5) 23 (9.4)
Others or unknown 819 (17.7) 334 (15.2) 294 (8.3) 5 (2.0) 9 (3.7)

Blood loss (ml) 218.8±239.4 213.6±217.0 94.4±146.4 90.3±91.1 73.6±145.2
Operative time (min) 173.9±62.5 194.4±64.9 181.1±68.9 146.4±55.6 215.1±84.9

Total gastrectomy Stapler Linear 118 (4.4) 23 (6.4) 370 (68.4) 18 (50.0) 39 (73.6)
Circular 2,390 (90.1) 322 (89.7) 109 (20.1) 16 (44.4) 14 (26.4)
Others or unknown 146 (5.5) 14 (3.9) 62 (11.5) 2 (5.6) 0 (0)

Blood loss (ml) 272.4±307.8 185.1±229.5 137.7±159.0 170.6±179.8 74.2±75.7
Operative time (min) 200.4±64.9 255.5±81.7 227.3±82.3 198.3±70.7 268.4±81.2

Values are presented as number (%) or mean±standard deviation. The sum of the percentages does not equal 100% because of rounding.
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6. Newly evaluated surgery-related details in 2014

In 2014, detailed surgical approaches were evaluated, particu-

larly minimally invasive approaches. Therefore, reconstruction 

methods after distal gastrectomy according to surgical approaches 

were analyzed (Table 6). Billroth I anastomosis was performed 

in approximately 60% of open or laparoscopy-assisted surger-

ies. However, Billroth II was the most common reconstruction 

method in totally laparoscopic or reduced-port surgeries. The 

proportion of Roux-en-Y gastrojejunostomies was higher in to-

tally laparoscopic or reduced-port surgeries compared with the 

proportions in open or laparoscopy-assisted surgeries.

The type of stapler, patient blood loss, and operative times 

were also evaluated in the 2014 survey. After distal gastrectomy, 

circular staplers were commonly used in open or laparoscopy-as-

sisted approaches (61.9% and 70.0%, respectively). However, lin-

ear staplers were mostly used in totally laparoscopic or reduced-

port approaches (90.8% and 93.5%, respectively). The volume of 

blood loss was smaller in totally laparoscopic or reduced-port 

surgeries, and smallest in robotic surgeries compared with those 

in open or laparoscopy-assisted surgeries. Robotic surgery had 

the longest operative times. Similar patterns were observed in to-

tal gastrectomy cases.

Discussion

This survey evaluated changes in the clinicopathological and 

surgery-related factors from 1995 to 2014. We observed that the 

number of elderly patients with gastric cancer is increasing and 

that proximal gastric cancer increased slightly from 11.2% to 

16.0% of cases. The proportion of early gastric cancer increased, 

accounting for 61% of cancer cases in 2014. Treatment with min-

imally invasive approaches expanded to 50.1% of all cases, and 

several changes in anastomosis method after gastrectomy were 

observed. 

The increasing lifespan of Koreans has subsequently led to an 

increase in the number of elderly patients. The proportion of pa-

tients over 70 years of age increased from 9.1% in 1995 to 25.3% 

in 2014, and 497 cases were patients over 80 years of age. This 

trend of increasing elderly patients will influence the clinical field 

because a comprehensive preoperative evaluation, meticulous sur-

gery, and careful postoperative management are required for this 

population. Currently, many elderly patients are healthy and the 

operative risk is negligible; however, some have many risk fac-

tors, and patients and their caregivers should be aware of surgery 

risks. Therefore, surgeons should increase their knowledge of 

elderly patients in order to manage them properly. 

One timely question is whether the number of proximal can-

cer cases is increasing in Korea. As the Korean diet has become 

Westernized and people are gaining more weight, the incidence 

of gastroesophageal reflux has increased.10 In the literature, cardia 

cancer was positively associated with Westernized dietary pat-

terns, obesity, and gastroesophageal reflux symptoms.11-15 There-

fore, the incidence of proximal gastric cancer was expected to 

increase. In our data, while the lower one-third of the stomach 

remains the most common tumor location, the proportion of in-

stances of proximal cancer is steadily increasing. 

The increase in early gastric cancer is an ongoing trend. 

Concurrently, tumors meeting an indication of endoscopic resec-

tion have also increased, and the role of endoscopic treatment is 

gradually increasing; however, a debate remains in terms of the 

indications for endoscopic treatment. More studies are necessary 

to prove the oncological safety and outcomes of endoscopic treat-

ment. In particular, a multidisciplinary approach would be use-

ful for selecting between endoscopic submucosal dissection and 

surgery when determining a treatment plan for elderly people or 

high-risk patients.

An increased incidence of early gastric cancer may also lead 

to improvement in the long-term survival of patients with gastric 

cancer. According to an annual report of cancer statistics pub-

lished in 2013, the 10-year survival rate increased from 39.9% in 

patients whose cancer was diagnosed in 1993~1995 to 60.7% in 

2004~2008.1 As the number of gastric cancer survivors continues 

to rise, postgastrectomy symptoms and quality of life become in-

creasingly important issues. The expansion of minimally invasive 

surgical approaches and function-preserving surgery are also as-

sociated with these improved long-term outcomes. 

Currently, the concepts of minimally invasive surgery have 

developed in two directions: surgical approach and surgical ex-

tent. For surgical approach, the proportion of cases that under-

went minimally invasive approaches has increased. Various types 

were observed in 2014, including reduced-port, single-port, and 

robotic surgery. In 2009, the primary minimally invasive approach 

was laparoscopy-assisted surgery, but the totally laparoscopic ap-

proach ranked first in 2014. For the aspect of surgical extent, the 

proportion of function-preserving gastrectomies has increased. 

Pylorus-preserving gastrectomies have steadily increased, and 58 

patients underwent wedge resection based on a clinical trial of 

sentinel lymph node navigation surgery in 2014.16 
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As minimally invasive approaches advanced from extra-

corporeal to intracorporeal anastomosis, several changes were 

observed. In terms of reconstruction methods, Billroth I anas-

tomosis using a circular stapler was commonly used in open or 

laparoscopy-assisted distal gastrectomies. However, in totally 

laparoscopic or reduced port distal gastrectomy, Billroth II anas-

tomosis using linear staplers was the most common method. 

Similar patterns were observed in total gastrectomies, and linear 

staplers were more commonly used for totally laparoscopic and 

reduced-port approaches. 

The increase in Roux-en-Y anastomosis after distal gastrectomy 

can be interpreted as an effort to improve postoperative symptoms 

and patient quality of life. In recent studies, Roux-en-Y anastomo-

sis yielded better outcomes in postoperative endoscopic findings, 

including food residue, gastritis, and bile reflux, compared with 

other reconstruction methods.17-19 Additionally, visceral fat loss 

was greater for Roux-en-Y anastomosis, which could help reduce 

metabolic syndrome.20,21 Although this surgery takes more time 

to perform, it is expected to become more commonly performed 

based on its clear advantages; however, debate remains, and fur-

ther studies are required.22 

In conclusion, this nationwide survey revealed several gastric 

cancer changes and trends in Korea. Moreover, this survey pro-

vides important evidence for creating national policy and a pro-

gram for cancer control. 
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Appendix 1. Survey data

Variables Descriptions

1. Institution Institution name

2. Operator code Code (number)

3. Age (yr)

4. Sex Male, female

5. Height (cm)

6. Weight (kg)

7. ASA score Healthy (1), mild systemic disease (2), severe systemic disease, not incapacitating (3), severe systemic disease 
that is a constant threat to life (4), a moribund patient (5), brain-death (6)

8. Admission date yyyy-mm-dd

9. Discharge date yyyy-mm-dd

10. Surgery date yyyy-mm-dd

11. Number of lesions

12. Tumor size (cm) Largest tumor diameter described in the pathology report

13. Tumor location - tubular Upper third, middle third, lower third, entire stomach

14. Tumor location - circular Lesser curvature, greater curvature, anterior wall, posterior wall, encircle, other

15. Macroscopic type I, IIa, IIb, IIc, III, B1, B2, B3, B4, others

16. Histologic type* Papillary, tubular WD, tubular MD, tubular PD, poorly cohesive carcinoma, mucinous carcinoma, mixed 
carcinoma, others 

17. Lauren’s classification Intestinal, diffuse, indeterminate

18. Lymphatic invasion No, yes, unknown

19. Depth of invasion† Tx, Tis, T1a (m), T1b (sm), T2 (pm), T3 (ss), T4a (se), T4 (adjacent organ)

20. LN metastasis† N0, N1 (1-2), N2 (3-6), N3a (7-15), N3b (16-)

21. Distant metastasis† No metastasis, metastasis

22. Metastatic LNs 

23. Number of harvested LNs

24. Surgical approach Open surgery, laparoscopy-assisted surgery, totally laparoscopic surgery, reduced port surgery, single port 
surgery, robot surgery, open conversion, other

25. Resection extent Distal gastrectomy, total gastrectomy, near-total gastrectomy, proximal gastrectomy, pylorus-preserving 
gastrectomy, segmental resection, wedge resection, bypass surgery, exploration only, other

26. Combined resection None, stomach cancer invasion or metastasis, other primary cancer

27. Resected organ Spleen, distal pancreas, head of pancreas, colon, adrenal

28. Reconstruction method Billroth I, Billroth II, Roux-en-Y gastrojejunostomy, uncut Roux-en-Y gastrojejunostomy, Roux-
en-Y esophagojejunostomy, loop esophagojejunostomy, jejunal interposition esophagojejunostomy, 
esophagogastrostomy, double tract reconstruction, gastrogastrostomy, other

29. Stapler Linear, circular, unknown

30. Curability No residual tumor (R0), microscopic residual tumor (R1), macroscopic residual tumor (R2), no resection, 
unknown

31. Blood loss (ml)

32. Operative time (min)

ASA = American Society of Anesthesiologists; WD = well differentiated; MD = moderately differentiated; PD = poorly differentiated; LN = lymph 
node. *World Health Organization classification of tumors of the stomach, 2010; †Based on the seventh edition of the American Joint Commit tee 
on Cancer TNM classification of gastric carcinoma.


